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Better, Smarter Processing Solutions

ROSS 560 BFFS
Skinning/Derinding

The Ross ASB 560 BFFS offers the latest in automated cutting and derinding technology for 
flat cuts of meat. The initial cut control system uses a spring-mounted cutting configuration 
to ensure a quality first cut and a high product yield. The ASB 560 BFFS is versatile enough 
to process multiple product types with speed and accuracy— including boneless pork shoulder 
and neck fat at up to 3000 pcs/h. The BFFS automatically returns the product for
additional processing and a discards the rind via a conveyor system.

  > Thickness options from 0 mm to 4 mm for precision cuts of beef, pork, lamb, and veal
  > 560 mm cutting width for processing small or large cuts
  > Fully automatic derinding of all flat meat cuts
  > Output of up to 12000 kg/h via belt-fed conveyor systems ensures constant production rate
  > Perfect for processing of doner kebab, gyros, and bacon

ways the ross ams 533 maximizes your roi

  > Continuously adjustable thickness setting with option to lock thickness
  > C-frame allows for compact positioning over a deboning line conveyor
  > PVC coated feed and discharge conveyor belts that do not articulate
  > Toolless removal of all parts that require cleaning
  > Engineered for durability with a focus on minimal downtime for maintenance

game changing standard features

fuLLy automated, neVer underestimated
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ROSS 560 BFFS
Skinning/Derinding

ASB 560 BFFS

Motor output 1.7 kW

Cutting width 560 mm

Cutting thickness 0-4 mm

Dimensions (LxWxH) 2036 x 1622 x 1263

Weight 780 kg

Power requirements 400 V, 50 Hz, 16 A

Specif ications

Thickness options from 
0 mm to 4 mm

Toolless removal of all 
parts that require cleaning

Belt system discards rind 
and returns cut to  

operator for processing 

Output of up to 
 12,000 kg/h at nearly 

constant production rate


